
Otto Abetz And His Paris Acolytes: Unveiling
the Shadows of Nazi Collaboration

In the dark alleys of Nazi-occupied Paris during World War II, a sinister alliance
thrived between German occupation forces and a group of French collaborators
known as the "Paris Acolytes." At the center of this web of deceit and betrayal
stood Otto Abetz, the German diplomat who facilitated the collaboration between
the Nazi regime and their French counterparts.

Exposing Otto Abetz: From Diplomat to Collaborator

Otto Abetz, born on May 26, 1903, in Schwetzingen, Germany, initially embarked
on a diplomatic career representing his nation's interests abroad. Little did the
world know that this seemingly unassuming diplomat would become a key figure
in one of the darkest chapters in French history.
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Abetz's appointment as Germany's ambassador to France in 1940 provided him
with a powerful platform to execute his collaboration strategy. His charm, fluency
in French, and shrewd political maneuvers enabled him to establish close ties
with influential French politicians, intellectuals, and artists.

The Formation of the Paris Acolytes

The Paris Acolytes, a group of French intellectuals and artists, saw an opportunity
in the German occupation of their country. These collaborators believed that
aligning themselves with the Nazi regime could benefit their personal and
professional aspirations.

Under Abetz's guidance, the Paris Acolytes willingly engaged with the German
occupiers in cultural and artistic projects, aiming to showcase the supposed
superiority of the fascist ideology. Their collaboration extended to providing
intelligence, denouncing political dissidents, and enforcing the Nazi propaganda
machine.

The Impact on French Society
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The collaboration between Abetz and his Paris Acolytes had far-reaching
consequences on French society. The Nazi ideology infiltrated various aspects of
French culture, including literature, music, and the fine arts.

French intellectuals such as Robert Brasillach, a prominent writer and supporter
of collaboration, actively propagated Nazi ideals through their works. They
championed the suppression of democratic values and embraced the concept of
a racially pure, authoritarian state.

Resistance and Retribution

While the Paris Acolytes relished their newfound power and privilege under the
German occupation, a strong resistance movement was brewing in the shadows.
The Resistance sought to undermine Nazi authority and expose the collaborators
who aided their cause.

The tide eventually turned against Abetz and his acolytes as the Allied Forces
liberated France. The collaborators were subjected to public humiliation, trials,
and imprisonment. Some faced even harsher consequences, including the death
penalty.

Legacy and Lessons Learned

Otto Abetz and his Paris Acolytes serve as a chilling reminder of the dangers of
collaboration and the depths human beings can sink to under the influence of a
malevolent ideology. Their actions tainted French society and left scars that took
years to heal.

Today, we must remember and learn from this dark period in history. The story of
Abetz and his acolytes emphasizes the importance of resisting oppressive



regimes, upholding democratic values, and standing up for what is right, even in
the face of overwhelming adversity.

In

The tale of Otto Abetz and his Paris Acolytes serves as a haunting reminder of
the consequences of collaboration. We must never forget the individuals who
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willingly sacrificed their moral compasses and contributed to the suffering of
others under the sway of tyranny.

By examining this era, we can ensure that history does not repeat itself. The
shadows of Otto Abetz and the Paris Acolytes should always remind us of the
importance of vigilance, moral clarity, and the unyielding commitment to justice
and freedom.
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Before Hitler comes to power Otto Abetz is a left-wing Francophile teacher in
provincial Germany, mobilising young French and German idealists to work
together for peace through Franco-German reconciliation and a united Europe.
Abetz marries a French girl but after 1933 succumbs to the Nazi sirens.
Ribbentrop recruits him as his expert on France, tasking him with soothing the
nervous French, as Hitler turns Germany into a war machine. Abetz builds up a
network of opinion-moulding French men and women who admire the Nazis and
detest the Bolsheviks, and encourages them to use their pens to highlight Hitler's
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triumphs. In 1939 France expels Abetz as a Nazi agent. The following year he
returns in triumph with the German army as Hitler appoints him as his
ambassador in Paris. During the war Abetz (apart from 'securing' works of art and
playing a role in the deportation of Jews) manoeuvres three of his French
publicist friends -- Jean Luchaire, Fernand de Brinon, Drieu la Rochelle - into key
positions, from where they can laud Nazi achievements and denigrate the
Resistance. A prime question the author addresses is why these writers, and two
others, Jules Romains and Bertrand de Jouvenel -- all of whom had close Jewish
family connections -- supported the Nazi ideology. At the war's end Drieu commits
suicide, while Luchaire and Brinon are tried and executed as traitors. Abetz,
charged with war crimes, pleads that he has saved France from being
'Polonised', but a French court finds him guilty and he is imprisoned. Released
early, he dies in a mysterious car crash -- a saboteur being suspected of having
tampered with the steering.
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